An integrated electrocatalytic nESI-MS platform for quantification of fatty acid isomers directly from untreated biofluids†
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Positional isomers of alkenes are frequently transparent to the mass spectrometer and it is difficult to provide convincing data to support their presence. This work focuses on the development of a new reactive nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) platform that utilizes non-inert metal electrodes (e.g., Ir and Ru) for rapid detection of fatty acids by mass spectrometry (MS), with concomitant localization of the C=C bond to differentiate fatty acid isomers. During the electrospray process, the electrical energy (direct current voltage) is harnessed for in situ oxide formation on the electrode surface via electro-oxidation. The as-formed surface oxides are found to facilitate in situ epoxide formation at the C=C bond position and the products are analyzed by MS in real-time. This phenomenon has been applied to analyze isomers of unsaturated fatty acids from complex serum samples, without pre-treatment.

Introduction

Fatty acids (FAs), either as free or constituents of complex lipids, are involved in diverse aspects of eukaryotic cellular function such as energy storage, membrane structure and dynamics, and signal transduction.1–3 The length of the alkyl chain, degree of its saturation, and position of the double bond confer the specific biological activities unique to various FAs. FAs are implicated in chronic diseases (e.g., cardiovascular and heart disease, cancer, inflammation and autoimmune diseases),4–6 for which the normal/reference levels are yet to be defined.7 An efficient and accurate method of FA analysis is clinically useful for evaluating the nutritional status and detecting essential fatty acid deficiency, which is common in premature and low birth weight infants. In addition, FA structural identification and quantification are important in molecular biology and biomarker discovery.5,8,9

Mass Spectrometry (MS) is a powerful tool for rapid identification of a spectrum of free (non-esterified) fatty acids (FFAs), not only for mass measurement but also for structural information and quantitation capabilities in complex samples. FA analysis in lipidomics is challenging because lipids are much more complex compared to other classes of biomolecules that can be considered as permutations of a fixed number of monomers (e.g., proteins and oligonucleotides).10 Lipid complexity increases when considering isomeric forms that differ only in double bond positions.11–12 Tandem MS (MS/MS) experiments, especially those involving low-energy collision-induced dissociation (CID), have not been effective in locating C=C bond positions in the FAs, due to the high bond dissociation energies associated with cleaving a C=C bond. Without characteristic fragment ions (also known as diagnostic ions), the C=C locations cannot be identified using MS/MS.13 To tackle this problem, C=C specific chemical derivatization reactions have been utilized prior to MS/MS. These include the reaction of ozone with the double bonds present in lipids resulting in the formation of ozonides that could be directly analyzed by MS.14–16 Upon application of CID on fatty acid ozonides, diagnostic ions are released to characterize the FAs in a mixture using MS/MS. Although the challenges of ozonolysis17 are well known (e.g., safety concerns and the need for external generators, independent of the mass spectrometer), this approach is still used because there are only a few other methods that are effective in terms of selectivity, yield and cleanness. Furthermore, a photochemical derivatization18 procedure has been proposed that utilizes acetone as the Paternò–Büchi (PB) reagent. While this method is effective in localizing C=C bonds in FAs, challenges like competing side reactions and retro PB reactions can complicate data interpretation. Other recent developments in this area include photodissociation,19,20 plasma-based,21,22 and insolation (bulk) epoxidation reactions.23,24 These methods either required special equipment or complex and time-consuming offline extraction procedures. This has motivated the need to develop simpler and greener analytical methods. In this work, we report a simple analytical procedure that integrates in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction with online
electrocatalytic oxidation of the C–C bond in a conventional nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) source.

There has been substantial literature on the formation of oxides on non-inert metals such as Ir and Ru upon application of voltage; this is in contrast to coinage metals (e.g., Ag) which tend to release only electrons (and sometimes the corresponding metal cation) when biased with DC potential. Therefore, we expected the use of non-inert electrodes in nESI to result in the formation of nascent oxides at the electrode surface due to the high electrical energy typically used in the electrospray process. The presence of the oxide should in turn open new reaction pathways besides those available solely by electron-transfer-driven mechanisms on inert electrodes (e.g., Pt or carbon). These expectations have been met, allowing electrocatalytic C–C oxidation reactions to be integrated on a traditional nESI-MS platform for the first time. The use of non-inert metal electrodes (Ir and Ru) in nESI-MS permits the differentiation of positional isomers via the localization of C–C bonds in FAs without sample preparation and with no instrument modifications. We were able to achieve the epoxidation reaction instantaneously using our nESI-MS platform fitted with non-inert Ir and Ru metal electrodes in MeOH/H₂O (1 : 1, v/v) solution, without the onset of a corona (spray voltage was kept at 1.5 kV) and in the absence of additives such as acetone or epoxidation reagents. FA isomers, oleic acid and cis-vaccenic acid were successfully differentiated and quantified directly from serum at concentration levels as low as 1.2 μM.

**Results and discussion**

**Strategy for in situ oxide generation and real-time reaction monitoring**

The integrated electrocatalytic nESI-MS platform developed in this work is shown in Fig. 1a. After loading the glass capillary with ~10 μL of the sample, it was fitted in front of the MS inlet and electric contact was made via a metal/alloy electrode. The applied electrical energy (1.5 kV) enabled in situ modification of the electrode surface to generate electrochemical oxides, the specific identity of which was effectively controlled by varying the target electrode (Pure Ir, Pt/Ir (90/10%), Pt/Ru (95/5%), etc.). Charged microdroplets containing reactants/products are generated concomitantly when the DC potential is applied enabling MS analysis in real-time. Control experiments were performed using a pure inert Pt electrode. It should be noted that the low flowrates (100 nL min⁻¹; see the ESI† for details) in this nESI-MS platform provide long reagent residence time on the electrode allowing the electrocatalytic reactions to occur before the reactants/products are released into the charged microdroplets for MS detection. The MS detection method afforded both qualitative (from MS/MS fragmentation) and quantitative studies (using relative ion intensity measurements in the presence of an internal standard) on the reaction systems.

To optimize our electrocatalytic nESI-MS platform, we used the oxidative cleavage of isosafrole (MW 162 g mol⁻¹) to piperonal (MW 150 g mol⁻¹). The use of isosafrole as the
olefinic substrate was inspired by the work of Zanta et al. in which catalytic conversion of isosafrole to piperonal was achieved using Ti/RuO$_2$ and Ti/IrO$_2$ electrodes. To enable effective detection of piperonal by nESI-MS, we added n-butylamine (MW 73 g mol$^{-1}$) to the starting solution containing isosafrole. n-Butylamine reacts in situ with piperonal derived from electro-oxidation of isosafrole to produce the corresponding Schiff base (MW 205 g mol; Fig. 1b), which is more easily detected via protonation. Fig. 1c(iii) shows the result of this experiment where a peak at $m/z$ 206 was detected instantaneously upon the application of DC potential to the Pt/Ir electrode inserted in the isosafrole/n-butylamine reaction mixture. The appearance of this ion ($m/z$ 206; see Fig. S1 and Scheme S1$^\dagger$ for MS/MS characterization) indicates that the electro-oxidation of isosafrole occurred during the nESI-MS analysis, and that the piperonal product reacted with the n-butylamine in real-time. We performed two control experiments to validate this interpretation: (1) nESI-MS analysis of isosafrole using non-electrical gas-driven spray ionization. That is, although the Pt/Ir electrode was in contact with isosafrole solution (3 min), no DC potential was applied. Instead, we used gas (N$_2$) driven spray apparatus to push the solution out from the glass capillary to form ions. The results (Fig. 1c(i)) showed no product formation indicating there is no active (permanent) oxide layer at the surface of the Pt/Ir electrode. This suggests that active nascent oxides are formed upon the application of DC potential in the presence of a solvent (see Scheme S2$^\dagger$ for details). (2) The second control experiment involved the use of a pure Pt electrode (instead of Pt/Ir alloy) on the nESI-MS platform. The result shown in Fig. 1c(ii) represents data recorded with the Pt electrode at its first use, where no expected product was observed at $m/z$ 206 (see Fig. S2$^\dagger$ for details). The absence of the electrocatalytic product when using the inert Pt electrode indicated limited oxide formation in situ.

Encouraged by the successful oxidation of isosafrole on the Pt/Ir electrode, we further optimized the process by evaluating the effect of the electrode composition, solvent and voltage where the reaction progress was monitored for four minutes of continuous spraying (Fig. S3–S6$^\dagger$). We used the isosafrole/butylamine (200 μM) system in MeOH/H$_2$O (1 : 1, v/v) on five different electrodes (Pt, Ir, Ag, Pt/Ir (90/10%) and Pt/Ru (95/5%)). Aprotic acetonitrile solutions were also tested but isosafrole oxidation was limited due to its inability to donate oxygen. Although product yield increased with applied voltage (Fig. S3$^\dagger$), we settled on 1.5 kV to avoid corona discharge, which can damage the tip and cause signal instabilities in nESI-MS. Using positive-ion mode analysis (at 1.5 kV and in MeOH/H$_2$O (1 : 1, v/v)), product yield was monitored as a function of electrode type. The observed activity Ir > Pt/Ir > Pt/Ru > Pt > Ag (Fig. S5$^\dagger$) is consistent with the known oxophilicity among the transition metals. Hence, we chose to use the pure Ir electrode for all further studies, unless stated otherwise. This result (i.e., dependency of yield on electrode type) proves that the reaction is catalytic and supports our hypothesis regarding the formation of in situ oxides on surfaces of non-inert metals/ alloys during nESI MS. Further evidence for in situ nascent oxide formation was derived from extensive X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic experiments (Fig. S7, S8, and Table S1$^\dagger$).

**Epoxidation of unsaturated fatty acids and subsequent localization of C=C bonds**

We applied the optimized electrocatalytic nESI-MS platform to analyze fatty acids with the main objective of localizing C=C bonds and differentiating isomeric species. Surprisingly, while isosafrole underwent complete C=C bond oxidative cleavage we observed epoxidation reactions for all fatty acids tested (Scheme S3$^\dagger$). For example, we observed instantaneous epoxidation of oleic acid (MW 282 g mol$^{-1}$) when using the Ir electrode biased with $-1.5$ kV, without the use of any additives. The
analysis was conducted in the negative-ion mode, and the epoxide product ions \([M+O-H]^-\) \((m/z\ 297)\) were detected at a 10% intensity relative to the abundance of deprotonated \([M-H]^-\) ions at \(m/z\ 281\) (Fig. S9f). The efficiency of the epoxidation reaction was improved >10× by increasing the ionic strength of the spray solvent via the addition of 1% \(\text{NH}_4\text{OH}\) (Fig. 2a).

Additional experiments utilizing other MS additives such as ammonium acetate \([\text{NH}_4\text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3]\) and ammonium carbonate \([\text{NH}_4\text{H}_2\text{CO}_3]\) further proved ammonium hydroxide \([\text{NH}_4\text{OH}]\) to be superior (Fig. S10f). We also performed control studies for this oleic acid sample under traditional nESI-MS conditions using Ag and Pt electrodes for understanding the effectiveness of the reaction induced using the Ir electrode attached in the ESI (see Fig. S11f). A slight increase (<2×) in the oxidative effect was also observed for inert electrodes (e.g., Pt) in the presence of 1% \(\text{NH}_4\text{OH}\), but the oxidative power of the Pt/1% \(\text{NH}_4\text{OH}\) pales when compared with that of the Ir/1% \(\text{NH}_4\text{OH}\) reaction system.

Upon application of CID on the fatty acid epoxides, diagnostic fragment ions were detected in MS/MS experiments that characterized the exact position of the \(\text{C}==\text{C}\) bond in the fatty acid. For the oleic acid epoxide, characteristic CID product ions included \(m/z\ 177\) and 155 (Fig. 2b and c), which were generated in the gas-phase via two distinct ring opening fragmentation pathways (see Scheme S4,† Fig. S12f). Compared to isosafrole, the formation of epoxide (as opposed to complete \(\text{C}==\text{C}\) cleavage) might be attributed to two factors, that is differences in (1) the electron density and chemical environment of the alkene functional group,1,2,2 including rotational flexibility in the fatty acid, which can limit contact of the \(\text{C}==\text{C}\) bond with the electrode surface and (2) the reactivity for anodic versus cathodic oxidation. Isosafrole was analyzed using positive potential (anodic oxidation), which is a more efficient means to generate oxide films on a metallic substrate. Due to their high propensity to form deprotonated \([M-H]^-\) ions, we had to use negative potential for fatty acid analysis, which led to a less efficient cathodic oxidation. Preliminary experiments have indicated minimal involvement/production of reactive oxygen species such as \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) or \(\text{O}_2^-\) after the application of negative potential13 (see Fig. S13† for details).

cis-Vaccenic acid \((\text{MW}\ 282\ \text{g mol}^{-1})\) FA 18:1 \((11Z)\) is a positional isomer of oleic acid, and so the two compounds cannot be differentiated based on mass measurements alone. However, the position of the \(\text{C}==\text{C}\) bond in FA 18:1 \((11Z)\) is two more carbons away from the carboxylic head group compared with that in oleic acid FA 18:1 \((9Z)\). Therefore, the diagnostic ions of FA 18:1 \((11Z)\) are expected to be 28 Da higher in mass than the diagnostic ions derived from FA 18:1 \((9Z)\) \((m/z\ 155/171)\). As expected, CID of the epoxide product \((m/z\ 297)\) from cis-vaccenic acid yielded two major fragments at \(m/z\ 183\) and 199 (diagnostic ions) that are due to the shattering of the epoxide ring (Fig. 2b and d), as well as two other product ions formed via \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and \(\text{CO}_2\) neutral losses to give ions at \(m/z\ 253\) and 279, respectively (see Scheme S5 and Fig. S14f). With the diagnostic ions for the specific FA isomer identified, we evaluated the ability of our platform to identify the location of double bonds when the two FA isomers (oleic/vaccenic acids) are present together in a single sample mixture (see Fig. S15f). The result from the CID MS/MS analysis of the epoxide products is provided in Fig. 2e, which clearly showed all four expected diagnostic fragment ions at \(m/z\ 155/171\) (for oleic acid) and \(m/z\ 183/199\) (for vaccenic acid).

To further examine the robustness of our in situ epoxidation strategy, we explored the analysis of FAs containing two \(\text{C}==\text{C}\) bonds such as linoleic acid \((\text{MW}\ 280\ \text{g mol}^{-1})\), FA 18:2 \((9Z, 12Z)\). There are three possible epoxidation products from linoleic acid (Fig. 3a): two isomeric products containing a single epoxide functional group separately at \(\text{C}9\) and \(\text{C}12\) \((\text{MW}\ 296\ \text{g mol}^{-1})\) each; these species are accompanied by a reaction in which both double bonds have undergone epoxidation within a single linoleic acid molecule \((\text{MW}\ 312\ \text{g mol}^{-1})\). These products were confirmed in an experiment where nESI-MS analysis (using Ir

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic illustration of the CID fragmentation pattern of deprotonated linoleic acid after epoxidation in negative ion mode. CID pathways show major diagnostic fragment ion pairs at \(m/z\ 171, 155\) and \(211, 195\) for the two double bonds in linoleic acid. (b) Negative-ion mode full nESI MS spectrum showing relative ion intensities of linoleic acid epoxides at \(m/z\ 295\) and 311 on the Ir electrode in the presence of 1% \(\text{NH}_4\text{OH}\) in \(\text{MeOH}/\text{H}_2\text{O}\) \((1:1)\). (c) Tandem MS analysis of the mono-epoxide reaction product at \(m/z\ 295\) from linoleic acid, yielding four major fragments due to shattering of the epoxide ring into 2 sets of diagnostic ions \((m/z\ 171/155)\) and \((m/z\ 211/195)\) using a Thermo Velos Pro linear ion trap mass spectrometer in negative ion mode.
H2O (1 : 1, v/v), with and without the presence of 1% NH4OH, can signify the presence of a PUFA species. Clearly, such peaks using ethyl acetate and subsequent MS analysis with nESI using Ir where Scheme S6, and Table S2 which tends to give complicated MS/MS spectra (See Fig. S16, considering the high order di-epoxide product (PUFA) using the signal from the mono-epoxide product (i.e., M + O), where n denotes the number of double bonds in the PUFA.

Non-contact (native) spray versus contact (oxidative) spray conditions

The reactive nature of the current nESI MS platform utilizing the Ir electrode means that information on the original chemical content of the analyte solution can be lost. To address this issue, we employed the non-contact nESI method recently developed in our laboratory to provide “native-state” mass spectra without oxidation. This nESI setup enables electrospray without physical contact between the reactive metal electrode and analyte solution. We compared the ion signal from three separate experiments: analysis of 200 μM oleic acid in MeOH/H2O (1 : 1, v/v), with and without the presence of 1% NH4OH, and the analysis of isoasafrole solution (MeOH/H2O; 1 : 1, v/v) in the presence of n-butylamine. Each sample (2 μL present at the tip of the glass capillary) was analysed using non-contact (native) nESI MS and the contact-mode (oxidative) spray condition (using the Ir electrode in all cases). Application of DC voltage (±1.5 kV) to the Ir electrode generated stable spray in both experiments. The mass spectra recorded from these experiments are summarized in Fig. S17† We observed no traces of the epoxide product when the oleic acid solution was analysed without physical contact between the Ir electrode and analyte solution (Fig. S17a†), providing a means to evaluate the “native-state” chemical species originally present in the analyte solution before the catalytic oxidative process is initiated via the contact spray mode (Fig. S17b†). Upon the addition of 1% NH4OH to the oleic acid solution (MeOH/H2O, 1 : 1, v/v), the intensity of the epoxide peak at m/z 297 was observed to increase from 10% to 50% relative abundance, under the contact oxidative spray condition (Fig. S17d†) while only a small amount of the oxidized oleic acid was recorded under the non-contact spray condition (Fig. S17c†). In a similar manner, oxidative cleavage of isoasafrole was not observed when the non-contact spray mode was used as indicated by the absence of the peak at m/z 206 (Fig. S17e†) compared with the contact-mode oxidative spray (Fig. S17f†), which yields high abundance of this Schiff base (m/z 206) due to the reaction between butylamine and the oxidized aldehyde product. These results are important as they illustrate a two-tiered spray mechanisms for the catalytic nESI-MS platform, allowing unreacted native analytes to be detected before initiating the contact-mode oxidative spray process, all using a single nESI source.

Direct quantification of free fatty acids (FFAs) in untreated serum

As an application, we used the developed electrocatalytic nESI-MS platform to analyze FFAs in complex biofluid. An established protocol exists to extract FFAs from biofluid before MS analysis,14,36 but we sought to develop a two-tiered integrated system where we not only perform in situ catalytic epoxidation, but also enable in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction prior to MS analysis. Therefore, we proposed the integrated experimental process illustrated in Fig. 4 where FFAs present in the complex

---

**Fig. 4** (a) Sequence of the experimental approach for complex biofluid analysis involving in-capillary extraction, in situ oxide creation and epoxidation, and real-time analysis by nESI MS. (b) Schematic illustration of the platform for in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction of FAs from serum using ethyl acetate and subsequent MS analysis with nESI using Ir where in situ fatty acid epoxidation occurs.
biofluid sample are first enriched into an ethyl acetate extraction solvent (refer to the experimental methods section in the ESIf for more details). Being immiscible with the biofluids, this organic solvent selectively extracts organic compounds from the biofluid, while leaving behind the aqueous and hydrophilic cellular components and thus minimizing matrix effects during MS analysis. The shaking process (3–5 strokes) results in the disintegration of the biofluid into smaller compartments facilitating highly efficient extraction via increased interfacial contact with the extracting organic solvent. We estimated approximately 34% extraction efficiency for oleic acid spiked in serum (Fig. S18†). The clean organic extract present at the tip of the glass capillary was then placed in contact with the Ir electrode (Fig. 4b). With the application of electrical potential, extra peaks that are shifted by 16 Da are expected to signify the presence of unsaturated FAs, due to the occurrence of the epoxidation reaction in our nESI-MS platform. An example is shown for serum in Fig. 5a where the most prevalent FAs such as FA 18:1 (oleic, m/z 281), FA 18:2 (linoleic, m/z 279), FA 18:3 (linolenic, m/z 277), and FA 16:1 (palmitoleic, m/z 253) were all observed accompanied by the expected epoxide products at m/z 297, 295, 293, and 269, respectively. As anticipated, FA 18:0 (stearic) and FA 16:0 (palmitic) having no C=C bond did not show the corresponding epoxide peaks. Structures of all fatty acids were confirmed in tandem MS analysis (see Fig. S19 and S20†). These FAs were characterized directly from a complex (blank) serum sample without any dilution or pretreatment processes, except for the in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction.

As exemplified above, a variety of FAs naturally exist in serum, a substantial amount of which are unsaturated. We sought to use our platform to quantify selected FAs, including oleic acid (FA 18:1), cis-vaccenic acid (FA 18:1) and linoleic acid (FA 18:2 [9Z, 12Z]). We spiked each of the FAs in serum separately and calibration functions (concentration range 25–300 μM) were constructed. By doping standards of specific fatty acids into the serum sample, we expected to observe the corresponding [M – H]− peak to increase with increasing concentration.

Thus, after characterization by MS/MS using diagnostic peaks from [M + O−H]+, we were able to reliably use the [M – H]− signal for quantification. The [M − H]− ion signal from C18:1-d17 (MW 299 g mol; 100 μM) was used as the internal standard (IS).‡ For oleic acid quantification in serum, we observed that the ratio of the analyte (A, m/z 281) to IS (m/z 298) increased linearly with added oleic acid concentration (Fig. 5b). Table 1 shows the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) data obtained for FA 18:1 (both Δ9 and Δ11 isomers) and FA 18:2, in only 10 μL of serum. The data are consistent with those reported in the literature.23 Relative standard deviations <10% were obtained for each FA indicating high accuracy. The method showed excellent precision and good reproducibility was also demonstrated as indicated by low standard deviation (SD, shown by the error bars) as well as high linearity (R² > 0.99; Fig. S21† for details of the calibration data).

Table 1  Quantification of FAs in serum using in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction followed by analysis on the proposed catalytic nESI-MS platform using the Ir electrode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>LOD (μM/ppm)</th>
<th>LOQ (μM/ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FA 18:1 (9Z)</td>
<td>1.18/0.34</td>
<td>3.95/1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA 18:1 (11Z)</td>
<td>8.00/2.26</td>
<td>26.66/7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA 18:2 (9Z, 12Z)</td>
<td>2.81/0.79</td>
<td>9.38/2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have successfully developed an integrated nESI MS platform fitted with reactive electrodes that enables structural identification of positional isomers in FAs. The platform is capable of complex mixture analysis through on-line liquid/liquid extraction, in situ electrooxidation of C=C bonds to form epoxides and ionization of product/analytics, all in a single experimental setup. The entire process can be completed in under 2 min. The use of lipid profiles to “fingerprint” biofluids may find significant future applications in diagnostic pathology. Using serum samples from healthy patients we established a baseline level of the selected FAs using the Ir electrode. This should enable quantification of FAs in biofluids to construct a spectral database for a large variety of C=C isomeric lipids. While the epoxide reaction product [M + O−H]− exhibited exceptional qualitative abilities, its use for...

Fig. 5 (a) Negative-ion mode nESI MS analysis of serum after in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction of FAs, showing the presence of unsaturated FAs at m/z 253, 277, 279, and 281 with concomitant appearance of epoxide reaction products at m/z 269, 293, 295, and 297, respectively, as indicated by the 16 Da shift. Saturated FAs lacking the epoxide peaks were observed at m/z 253 and 283. (b) Calibration curve showing the quantification of oleic acid (25–300 μM) spiked in serum using 100 μM oleic-d17 as the internal standard (IS); the intensities of [M − H]− peaks at m/z 281 and m/z 298 for the analyte and IS, respectively, were used following the in-capillary liquid/liquid extraction process. Error bars indicate SD for 3 replicates. A Thermo Velos Pro linear ion trap mass spectrometer was used in negative ion mode.
quantification purposes, based on diagnostic ion intensities, may require further optimization.
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